Opr. 251

Wednesday, Aug. 10, 1921.

Secal Work:

I reported at the mill this morning 6:45 a.m.

Second hand put me on 22 looms in #1 mill #3 weave room. Kitchen #7 section I found the section has not been kept up most all the shuttle are badly worn caused by too much power being on the picker stick and many of the loom are out of line and the pickers don't parallel right I find many of the loom fixers do not know how to line a loom up a loom should be lined a fraction out of line so as to throw the shuttle off of the reed a shuttle will soon wear out if it rides the reed loom fixers should line the loom up so it will throw the shuttle just a fraction toward the cloth.

Humidity 22% Water pressure 1475

This morning it was 82 dry 79 wet

This afternoon it was 86 dry 82 wet